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Water
Ideas for Parents - Class 4

Communication and Language

● Talk about the uses of water at home e.g. drinking, washing etc.

Physical Development

● Go to the swimming pool and have fun in the water. Use safety aids if
needed.

● When on holiday, teach the children to dig in the sand to make
sandcastles, speed boats and cars.

● Encourage splashing and stamping about in a paddling pool.

Personal, Social and Emotional Development

● Talk about safety around water, safety in the bath and not having the
water too hot. Talk about behaving sensibly in the swimming pool,
near a pond, lake or by the sea.

● Often at this time of year we are told to conserve water. Explain about
reservoirs and try to think of ways to save water e.g. not to leave the
tap running when cleaning teeth.

● Consider sun protection in the summer. Why is it necessary to wear a
sun hat and put on sun cream?

Literacy

● Read ‘The lighthouse keeper’s lunch’ by Ronda and David Armitage.
Explain the role of the lighthouse. Visit one if you can.

Mathematics

● Collect lots of plastic containers e.g. cups, bottles, jugs etc. Let your
child play with them in water, emptying and filling. Ask questions like
“How many cups of water fill the bottle?” and “How many cups can
you fill from one jug of water?”



● Investigate how many drinks need water added to them. Look in the
cupboards and fridge, with adult supervision. You will probably find
tea bags, coffee, chocolate, squash and anything else?

Understanding the World

● Talk about boats on the water. In the water tray, play with boats on the
water. Do they float or sink? Try putting other objects in the water to
test for floating or sinking.

● At home, investigate who needs water and what needs water.
Explore the garden and outside area too.

● Where does water come from?  Talk about the water cycle.
● Encourage the children to observe puddles after rain has fallen.

Where do the puddles disappear to? Introduce the word ‘evaporation’.
● Make some ice lollies. What happens to water when it freezes?

Expressive Arts and Design

● Water can be lots of different colours. Encourage mixing of paint to
represent different bodies of water i.e. mix a colour that looks like the
sea or mix a colour that looks like a pond.

● Look at patterns of water. When you drop a small stone on a bowl of
water what pattern does it make? Draw the pattern.

● Observe raindrops as they fall to the ground. Do they just fall flat?
Draw what you see.

● Using straws and paint, blow some bubbles onto paper.


